
in the right position

of the right size

consistent with the rest of the page

consistent with one another

all needed

all linked correctly

including every page we want to feature

Website Review & Benchmarking

Add the screenshot of your

website here

What is the first impression you

want visitors to have when looking

at your website for the first time?

Now, evaluate the following aspects. You will

also get some quick advice about how to

build the best website for your destination.

Social media Icons:

Having links to your social media accounts

is a reliable and quick way to give visitors

to your website further information about

your destination.

If your destination has got brilliant social

media profiles or other additional

webpages that are interesting for your

visitors, add the icons as a prominent

feature on your page.

This being said, your icons are:

Colour Scheme & Layout

Modern and vibrant

Pastel Colours

Black on white

Editorial Style

Site Benchmark Evaluation

What do others do badly or fall flat on? What do visitors need from a destination site?

Where are the trends pointing towards? Where do strategic and resource questions sit?

 Nice to Have

Uncertainty Certainty

Essential

Full Page Screen

Capture

Capture a

screenshot of your

current page in

entirety and

reliably-without

requesting any extra

permissions!

You can use Full-Page

Screen Capture, the

Google Chrome

extension.

Clear & minimal design

Carefully select the images that best

represent your destination and mix them

with white space form and defined function

buttons.

100% Brand-Led

Is the brand of your DMO consistent across

the whole website? Are the homepage and

subsequent pages designed to draw

visitors from top-of-funnel to low-funnel?

Page load speed is the most important

criteria for web design today driving

performance & search. How is yours?

/100 /100

(Use a tool like PageSpeed Insight and check)

This template will allow you to evaluate your website and compare it to other DMOs' ones. You will be able to gather insights, views and ideas all on the same worksheet.

There are many things you need to take care of when you create the best user experience for the visitors on your website. We will guide you through some of the most relevant ones, leaving you the space to collect ideas and considerations.

Let's have a look together at one of the DTTT's DMO

Website Reviews: Visit Finland

Header and Navigation

Hub Content

Context & Relevance

Just below the fold, servicing up the right

content to the right audience will dictate how

successfully a destination website will

perform.

Tapping into user data and contextual data,

matched with machine learning, will increase

the performance of this content.

A gradual shift from 'campaign' to story;

navigation to become more native to

content, shift away from 'slider hero' to story

browsing; better context and personalised

relevance.

Brand experiences dominate top-of-funnel

browsing experiences; navigational

components are becoming increasingly

discreet; a more immersive brand

experience when navigation is shortened;

mobile screen space is limited and users

expectations and understanding has shifted

far from traditional.

Hero Content

Seasonal Campaigns

A consistent theme of nearly all destination

websites is to feature a seasonal campaign

'above the fold' which dominates the first

page, before discovering more evergreen

content curated deeper down.

Geography

Simplification & Brand

Maps and regional/neighbourhood

selections are key to any destination website

and depending on whether it's an NTO or a

CTO the approach and granularity will vary

greatly. Simplification of 'actual detail' is key

here for NTOs, with a simple division of

regions in well-developed products.

Maps remain essential, keeping discovery

playful.

Products & Themes

Increasingly Niche & Tailored

Addressing specific themes and topics is

essential, especially if they are increasingly

relevant and discussed.

Sustainability is an important value for

Finland, a pillar for the brand itself.

This section targets a niche market

consisting of people with a love for nature

and sustainability.

Interactive session and games such as

quizzes are becoming more and more

popular across destination websites.

This represents an engaging and fun way of

presenting content and providing visitors

with ad hoc information about the

destination.

31/100 71/100

Add the screenshot of your

website here

Local People

Passion & Authenticity

A campaign about a project that involves

both visitors and local people, makes them

meet up, experience the destination together

in the most authentic way possible.

Now, it is up to you to go to the website of other destinations of your choice and write down some comments and ideas about them.

Take a full-page screenshot and start dividing the homepage into sections; then navigate through the content of the website more in depth taking note of your thoughts and feelings.

Add your notes here

/100 /100

Add the screenshot of your

website here

Add the screenshot of your

website here

Add the screenshot of your

website here

Add your notes here Add your notes here Add your notes here

Reorganise your main findings in the graph below. Take your notes and comments on other websites and

put them into the chart below and rate the functionalities based on the trends noticed in the benchmark.

Write down in this box all the things you consider relevant and need to be taken into consideration during the

website review and benchmarking process. Collect here data, analysis results, statistics you want to keep handy.

Material is subject to copyright ©SE1 Media Limited / Digital Tourism Think Tank

/100 /100 /100 /100 /100 /100


